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As a lawyer and expert in all areas of the legal sphere, a communications specialist
and keynote speaker, Kathryn works with people, teams and organisations to help
them find their voice and empower them to communicate with confidence and
clarity, and navigate conflict with certainty.

Kathryn Lewis, Lawyer & Legal
Expert, Communications Specialist,

Entrepreneur & Keynote Speaker

Sydney-based Kayte Lewis has over 25
years of professional experience, having
qualified as a lawyer in 2012 and prior to
that as a highly respected
communications professional. As a
lawyer, Kayte is an expert in corporate,
media & broadcasting, IP, employment
and family law, and uses this experience
and training along with her inherent
skills in combination to offer improved
communications which result in   better
outcomes and a better life.

As she advanced in her career journey,
Kayte came to the realisation that,
coupled with her understanding of the
intricacies of the law, she also had a skill
for communication, and thrived when
helping people to find their voice and be
heard.

She saw how experiencing disputes
and conflict often stifled clients, and
strives to use her experience,
communication skills and talent for
understanding how humans tick in
order to empower others to feel
confident about speaking out.

Kayte’s passion and empathy stand her
out from other law firms. She takes
time to understand clients’ individual
needs and listen to their personal story.
She acknowledges the role that
emotions play in conflict, considering
how this affects clients and works
alongside them to find a resolution that
leads to strength and closure.

Passionate about helping people “find their
voice”, Kayte empowers people through self-
awareness and better communication.



Finding your voice

Speaking with confidence

Leadership in communications

The role of emotion in

communications

Facing conflict with confidence

Not letting conflict or dispute

control your life

How to tackle mediation with

positivity 

Why putting people first leads to

rewards

How skills acquired within the

entertainment industry can be

transferred to the boardroom and

the corporate environment

How to improve your personal

presence

Her speaking topics of expertise
include:

Empowering audiences with her
philosophy

Kayte is not a typical lawyer. Her background in performing arts
equipped her with the ability to relate, as well as develop an

understanding of how to empower others to find their voice, and how
to help people craft effective communications.

Thriving and Ready Medical

Conference

Toyota

Toll

Urbis

Premier 3 Cabinet

Playfair 10

NSW Young Lawyers

NSW Law Society

Kayte has worked with the
following organisations to better
understand communication and
conflict:

Business & Entrepreneurship

Law & Mediation

Entertainment & Employment

Law

Kayte has presented to audiences

from industries including:



"Kayte is one of the best.  Her skills as a coach and facilitator are
second to none.  I have no doubt I did some of my best work under her

tutelage. My only regret is I did not get to work with her for longer."
 

Sam | Early Childhood Education Director

"Kayte Lewis is some one I can not recommend highly enough. When it
came to my family matters she was kind and explained every question
I had. She found ways to compromise and helped get the best outcome

that she could. I would go back to Voice Consultants Advocates &
Lawyers in a heartbeat"

 

Bec Kling | Client

"I employed Kathryn Lewis’s services part way through my
property settlement procedures as I was dissatisfied with the
service from my previous lawyer. She was recommended by a
friend and I have been extremely pleased with everything she

has done for me. Kathryn has excellent communication skills. She
listened empathetically and carefully to what I told her and had

to quickly assess the situation of my case, as she was not
starting from the beginning; she then made decisions to find the

best and most cost-effective way forward in a somewhat
complex case."  

 
Thank you, Kayte

 
Kay Ackerman | Client

Testimonials 



Keynote: Finding Your Voice 

Many people approach the legal sector with admiration and respect – but some
also with apprehension, and an assumption that it’s an industry where money
talks, and the professionals working within it are following a script to drive
personal gain.
 
And this is where a successful client/ lawyer relationship breaks down. 
 
I wanted to put the ‘human’ back into law. If we’re representing individuals with
emotions, feelings, personal histories and diverse priorities, we need to listen to
them. We’re there to honestly represent them, and achieve an outcome that will
bring them some resolution, and ultimately, peace.  
 
I want people to realise that if they are confronting a dispute, conflict, or an
insurmountable challenge in their lives, that they do not have to be silenced.
 
We all have a voice, but some people don’t have the confidence, or skills to use it.
They feel overwhelmed by the structures and systems in place, or the seemingly
more powerful individuals who are in their way.  
 
There’s nothing more liberating than unearthing your inner voice, having the
strength to be honest – with yourself and others – and have your say.
 
I want to empower others to identify their individual voice, understand how to
make people listen, and build the self-assurance we all deserve. 
 
Whether it’s through an experience with the legal system, at work, within the
family, or your community, we should all have the freedom to find our voice – and
communicate through conflict with confidence. 
 
Kayte Lewis



To book Kayte Lewis from Voice Lawyers to

speak at your next event or to facilitate at

your organisation, please contact:

 

Martini Mondays

Morgan Spencer

morgan@martinimondays.com.au

0411 747 095

 

www.voiceadvocates.com
 

 

Are you ready to find your
voice and communicate

with clarity and
confidence?


